Post Office Box 53281 [Buckhead Station - 30355] Atlanta Georgia Republic, USA (Major) North America

The Honorable Rex Tillerson
Secretary of State
U.S. Department of State
Washington, DC 20520

September 22, 2017

Re: Certificate of Non-Citizen Nationality & United States of America Non-Citizen National Passport
The Honorable Rex Tillerson,
DEFINITION
United States of America (Major) = 1776 Declaration and War of Independence, 1783 Treaty of Peace, 1787
Constitution, legitimate constitutional national government of Republic of the United States of America, the
constitutional guaranteed form of government for the sovereign people of the United States of America (Major).
Recognized by the World's Nation/States as official “de jure” representative of the American sovereign People.
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (Minor) = Democratic dictatorship started 27, March 1861-1871, officially
established 21, February 1871, as municipal federal government for the District of Columbia, whose power and
authority is constitutional and legislative restricted to geographical area of the District of Columbia, and not beyond
those legislative borders; counterfeit 1871 Constitution, counterfeit flag martial law fringes, illegal municipal state
corporate franchises.
(See 1787 Constitution for United States of America, Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17; The Residency Act of 1790; The
District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871; The Organic Act of 1878)
INTRODUCTION
Mr. Tillerson, I am the highest "awaken" Indigenous Afro Descendant Sovereign of North America. A Paleo Hebrew
Indigenous and Sovereign Indigenous Colonial Descendant, whose family were, and is pre-1700's America land
holders and owners of North America; before the 1776 War for Independence, before the creation of the 'de jure'
United States of America (Major), before creation of the Sovereign States of American Union; which still hold
possession of our pre-America family homestead territory, which is larger than the geographic area of the government
of the Holy See (Vatican).
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There is an exodus of indigenous Afro Descendants who wish to relinquish and or revoke municipal federal
government for the District of Columbia United States Citizenship, and revert back to their "Proper National Status"
of Articles of Confederation, Article 4 "Free Inhabitants"; and "Non-Citizen Nationals" of the "de jure" United States
of America (major), that was bestowed upon Afro Descendants and "Negro Free Inhabitants" by Chief Justice Roger
B. Taney, of the Supreme Court of the constitutional "de jure" United States of America (major), in DRED SCOTT
-vs- SANFORD, 60 U.S. 393 (1856-57) landmark case, which stated that Afro Descendants and "Negro Free
Inhabitants" can not be "state" or "federal" government citizens.
American native born Indigenous Afro Descendants domiciled upon "de jure" sovereign states territories of their
ancestor, and request for "Non-Citizen National Status Certificate" and a updated United States of America Passport
(DS-11) application with "de jure" "Non-Citizen National status for the "de jure" United States of America (major), as
an option; endorsed by the Secretary of State, of the US State Department.
Copies of this letter request; has been sent to The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII),
Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organizations (UNPO), Global Human Rights Defense (GHRD) and Indigenous
Government of the Principality of Granville, plus several Indigenous, Human Rights, Humanitarian Aid nongovernmental organizations (NGOs); verifying that these Afro Descendants have exercised their "Right of Self
Determination" under international law; and relinquished municipal federal government for the District of Columbia
United States Citizenship (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (minor); and should be no longer be considered 14th,
15th, 16th Amendment citizens classification forced upon Indigenous Afro Descendants, unilaterally, by the 18611871 municipal federal government for the District of Columbia (United States), and its state franchise subcorporation federal zip code zones, overlaid over vacant 1787 constitutional "de jure" sovereign "States united"
territory of the 1787 constitutional and legislative vacant "de jure" Republic of the United States of America (major).
Every one may renounce or relinquish a right introduced for his own benefit. 2 Inst. 183; Wing. Max. p. 483. max.
123; 4 Bl. Comm. 317; The People v. Van Rensselaer, 9 N.Y. 291, 333.
The decision to abandon one’s “U.S. citizen” status while retaining their “national” status under Title 8 U.S.C.
§1401(a) is guaranteed by 15 Stat. 223-224 (1868), R.S. § 1999, 8 U.S.C. § 800 (1940)
AMERICAN INDIGENOUS AFRO DESCENDANTS STATUS OF RIGHTS
Indigenous - native Hebrew/Afro Descendants acquired Rights, under the United Nations Charter through the United
States treaties obligations; pursuant Article 73, of the United Nation's Charter.
The United States along with other invading settler nations upon indigenous People, that created and possessed
colonies, such as the United Kingdom, France. Spain, Portugal and New Zealand; placed all of their possessions on a
list of "Non-Self Governing Territories", in 1946. (United Nation General Assembly Resolution 66-1)
The goal was the decolonization of all territories, with each obtaining a full measure of "Self Government".
The United States violated Indigenous - native Hebrew/Afro Descendants Rights under the United Nations Charter, by
unlawfully refusing to carry out its treaty obligations; and refusing to certify Indigenous - native Afro Descendants, as
"Non-Self Governing People", under Chapter 11, Article 73 - A.B.C.D.E., of the United Nations Charter.
(59.stat.1048)
THE DECOLONIZATION PROCESS OF 1960
This is when Indigenous - native Hebrew/Afro Descendants had the opportunity to assume jurisdiction over
themselves, so Indigenous Hebrew Afro Descendants can get some form of control over their Afro Descendant
communities and institutions, that Afro Descendants depended on, in that particular era; upon indigenous - native
Hebrew/Afro Descendant ancestral and pre-1776 America territories.
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More than two-third (2/3) of the former colonies on the "Non-Self Governing Territories" list; exercised their “Right
of Determination”, by 1960. Some members of the United Nations believed that the pace of decolonization was far too
slow.
INTERNATIONAL LANDMARK DECOLONIZATION LEGISTLATION
To proceed with the Decolonization process for "Non-Self Governing Territories", resulted in the passage of Two (2)
landmark legislation by the United Nation General Assembly.
[1] The Declaration on Decolonization, and UN Resolution 1541 (XV), which outlined ways in which a territory
could achieve self-determination UN Resolution 1514(XV)
UN Resolution 1514 states:
[*] The subjection of peoples to alien subjection, domination, and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamental
human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the U.N., and is an impediment to the promotion of world peace.
[*] All peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that right to freely determine their political status and
freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural development.
[*] In adequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying
independence.
[*] All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed against dependent peoples shall cease in order to
enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to complete independence, and the integrity of their national
territory shall be respected.
Locating Self-determination in the Twin Covenants
[*] The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic,
Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), referred to as the twin Covenants, codify the principle of self-determination.
Article 1 of both the ICCPR and ICESCR states “All people have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that
right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural
development”(Medina,2009,p.1058).
[*] Equally, the ICCRP recognizes the right to a popular participation-the right to freely participate in political affairs
following the exercise of self-determination in Article 25 (Medina,2009,p.1059).
We herein are the people in compliance with the provisions of Title 8 USC 1452(b)(1), and we hereby apply for a
Certificate of Non-Citizen Nationality Status from the Secretary of State, of the U.S. Department of State, pursuant to
Title 8 USC 1452(b)(1).
Any record of these Emancipated American born Afro Descendants being a "U.S. citizen" of the corporate municipal
federal government for the District of Columbia (United States); established by The District of Columbia Organic Act
of 1871; a ten mile square parcel of land (see, Acts of the Forty-first Congress,” Section 34, Session III, chapters 61
and 62); is in error; due to the fact, that these Afro Descendants of "Indigenous/Native Born American with
Negro/Hebrew ancestry are Negro Afro Descendant, which the "de jure" Supreme Court of the United States America
(major) in "Dred Scott vs Sandford Decision" stated, that Negros CAN NOT be citizens of state or federal
governments; and must promptly be corrected pursuant to the Privacy Act, Title 5 U.S.C. 552 a(d)(2), Freedom of
Information Act Title 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(2), Federal Tort Claims Act Title 28 U.S.C. 1346, 2671-2680 and the
Administrative Procedures Act. Title 5 U.S.C. 552(a) - 559.
We, the "awaken" American Indigenous and "indigenous American native born-natural people, " Afro descendants of
Negro Descendants of the Negro non-Citizen Nationals of the "de jure" Republic of the United States of America
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(major) and Articles of Confederation, Article 4 "free inhabitants"; request a "Certificate of non-citizen Nationality" to
be issued from the Secretary of State, of the United States of America (minor), correcting our lawful nationality status,
as non-citizen Nationals Negros of the "de jure" Republic of the United States of America (major).
It has been ruled by the highest law of the land, the Supreme Court of the "de jure" Republic of the United States of
America (major) in the Dred Scott vs Sandford 1856-57 landmark case that:
[1].
[2].
[3].

Negros "can not" be citizens of the state or federal government
Negros have no standing in the American Federal Judicial System
Negros are not a party to the Constitution for the United States of America

None of these finding have ever been overturned or modified by the Supreme Court of the organic Republic of the
United States of America (major), under the 1787 organic Constitution; and can never be overturned or modified; due
to the fact, that the organic "de jure" Republic of the United States of America (major), cease to exist March 27, 1861
(Adjournment sine die); and the organic "de jure" Republic of the United States of America (major) was never reestablished by required Article 5, "Convention of the States.
PLEASE NOTE: The municipal federal government for the District of Columbia (United States), municipal
Congress, municipal Supreme Court established by the 1787 Constitution for United States of America, Article 1,
Section 8, Clause 17; The Residency Act of 1790; The District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871; The Organic Act of
1878);
is not the "National Government" of the States united of "de jure" Republic of the United States of America (major).
In fact, in Law the term "United States of America" refers to the several States which are "united by and under the
organic 1787 Constitution"; the term "United States" refers to that geographical area defined in Article 1, Section 8,
Clause 17 (1:8:17) and in Article 4, Section 3, Clause 2 (4:3:2) of the Federal Constitution.
In 1802, the "Congress Assembled" incorporated a municipal geographical area known as the "United States". The
"United States" is, therefore, a nation-state which is separate and unique unto itself.
Furthermore, even though the "United States" is not a member of the "Union of States united by and under the organic
1787 Constitution", it is bound by that Constitution to restrict its activities in dealing with the several States and with
the Common Law Citizens of those States. Under 1:8:17 and 4:3:2 of the 1787 Constitution for the United States of
America (major), the "municipal" Congress for District of Columbia has exclusive power to legislate and regulate the
inhabitants of its “legislative restricted” municipal geographical "District of Columbia" territory, and its statutory
"citizens" under the so-called 14th Amendment, wherever they are "resident", even if they do inhabit one of the 50
States of the Union.
These Emancipated Afro Descendants are not to be your unilateral forced peonage 14 th amendment citizens.
Peonage is a violation of International Law.
United States jurisprudence states that: Every one may renounce or relinquish a right introduced for his own benefit. 2
Inst. 183; Wing. Max. p. 483. max. 123; 4 Bl. Comm. 317; The People v. Van Rensselaer, 9 N.Y. 291, 333.
The term "United States" has always referred to the "Congress Assembled", or to those geographical areas defined in
1:8:17 and 4:3:2 in the U.S. Constitution. The proof of this fact is found in the Articles of Confederation.
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ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION
Whereas the Delegates of the United States of America in Congress Assembled did on the fifteenth day
of November in the year of our Lord One Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy Seven, and in
the Second Year of the Independence of America agree to certain Articles of Confederation and
perpetual union between the States of ....
ARTICLE I. The title of this confederacy shall be "The United States of America" (major).
ARTICLE II. Each State retains its sovereignty, freedom and independence, and every power,
jurisdiction and right, which is not by this confederation expressly delegated to the United States, in
Congress Assembled.
EMANCIPATED AFRO DESCENDANTS
We the Emancipated American born Afro Descendants relinquish and or revoke the so-called 14th amendment U.S.
citizenship, privilege and benefits; unilaterally, forced upon our ancestors and future generations; and revert back to
Article of Confederation, Article 4 "free Inhabitant"/Negro non-Citizen Nationals of the "de jure" Republic of the
United States of America (major) status, that was bestowed upon Negros by Supreme Court of the “de jure” Republic
of the United States of America (major).
In apply for the Certificate of Non-Citizen National Status and Non Citizen National United States of America from
the Secretary of States, of the State Department of the United States, so your municipal state and federal governments
will have legal documentation of our legal “National Status”; we the Emancipated American born Afro Descendant
will submit a notarized affidavit of our Pledge of Allegiance to the “de jure” United States of America (major)
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
I Pledge Allegiance to the flag
of the "de jure" United States of America (major)
and to the Republic for which it stands,
one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
NOTE: Pledge of Allegiance is for the "de jure" Republic of the United States of America (major); not for the 1871
corporate municipal federal government for the District of Columbia "aka" United States, which is a Democracy, not
the Republic of the "de jure" National Government.
On March 27, 1861 seven southern States walked out of Congress leaving the entire legislative Branch of Government
without constitutional 2/3 quorum. The Congress of the "de jure" Constitution & "National Government" was
dissolved for inability to disband or re-convene, the "National" Republican form of Government ("de jure" Republic
of the United States of America -major), which the People were guaranteed – ceased to exist; adjournment sine die;
and have never been constitutionally and lawfully re-convenient or re-established, by required Article 5, Constitution
for the United States of America: Convention of the States; this fact has been hidden from the American People and
the World for 156 years.
The United States, Inc., a private municipal federal corporation, has deceptively been illegally and unlawfully
masquerading as the "national government" of the vacant and defunct American Republic (the "de jure" Republic of
the United States of America - major), which ended (Adjournment sine die), without the people's common knowledge
or vote for their constitutional “elected” state legislatures.
The 1861-1871 (American Civil War/ Martial Law Reconstruction/coup et' tat), formed a foreign owned and
controlled private corporate municipal federal government for the District of Columbia (United States).
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(NO MUNICIPAL FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY OUTSIDE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA....See 1787
Constitution for United States of America (major), Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17; The Residency Act of 1790; The
District of Columbia Organic Act of 1871; The Organic Act of 1878);
The municipal federal government for the District of Columbia (United States) covertly set out to deceptively mirror
the bankrupted, vacant and defunct "National Government" of the "de jure" Republic of the United States of America
(major), that in 1861 cease to exist (Adjournment sine die), and masquerade as the "National Government" of
Sovereign States United, with a new counterfeit flag, new counterfeit Constitution, and created by the 1871 treasonous
Congress for the District of Columbia, whose "authority" is restricted to that 10 square mile Federal District.
Again, The Congress for the municipal federal government for the District of Colombia, masquerades as the "de jure"
1787 Constitutional National Congress that cease to exist, March 27, 1871, that has never been lawfully and
constitutionally reconvene by the required Article 5 Constitutional Convention of States.
The status of “U.S. citizen” under section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment of the corporate municipal federal
government for the District of Columbia (United States), has never been applied for by American born Afro
Descendants or requested; and Emancipated Afro Descendants did not and does not wish to have such privileged
citizenship conferred upon him/her.
Any such presumptions of Emancipated Afro Descendants being a “U.S. citizen” of the 1871 corporate municipal
federal government for the District of Columbia "aka" United States, which is a Democracy, not the guaranteed
Republic of the "de jure" National Government, is in error.
If in the event that it is determined that Emancipated Afro Descendants is a “U.S. citizen” even though applicant did
not apply for such citizenship; it shall be considered by the applicant that he/she has voluntarily abandoned any such
“U.S. citizenship” status nunc pro tunc or from the date of the conference of any such alleged citizenship.
Please do not cite as your authority for denying this request Section 308(1) of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
which is Title 8 U.S.C. §1408(1), since I do not claim to be born upon a military conclave, possession or territory of
the municipal federal United States.
Such a claim on your part would be frivolous and unwarranted. We instead emphasize that We was born outside the
municipal federal United States (District of Columbia) to parents who were Negro “non-citizen U.S.A. nationals”,
incapable of being citizens of the "state" or "federal" governments, according to "de jure" Republic of the United
States of America (major) Supreme Court's Dred Scott Decision.
We will submitted a Pledge of Allegiance to the “de jure” Republic of the United States of America (major); witnessed
and notarized affirming Pledge of Allegiance to the "de jure" Republic of the United States of America (major), and
have provided State Birth Certificate, as documentary proof of our birth upon the Sovereign States of the "de jure"
Republic of the United States of America (major), as well as, evidence of our Negro/Afro descendant identity.
We would also like a United States of America (major) passport issued to us as a “non-citizen U.S.A. national”. We
have not provided a Social Security Number; and you may NOT lawfully penalize me for not providing one because:
1. I never requested one consciously, it was done involuntary.
2. One may have been assigned, but it was assigned without our consent, and is used in criminal peonage, barratry,
inland piracy, press-ganging, theft, criminal larceny, criminal racketeering, to add confusion between fictitious
corporate franchise and human beings with similar names, and is used under duress.
We hereby apply for a certificate of U.S. Non-Citizenship National Status pursuant to Title 8 U.S.C. 1452(b)(1) and
for a United States America National Passport. Your authority to issue such certificate is:
8 U.S.C. 1452(b)(1)
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Section 1452. Certificates of citizenship or U.S. non-citizen national status; procedure
* (b); proof; oath of allegiance (Pledge of Allegiance (see above)
A person who claims to be a national, but not a citizen, of the federal United States may apply to the Secretary of State
for a certificate of non-citizen national status. Upon - (1) proof to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State that the
applicant is a national, but not a citizen, of the United States
And:
Public

99-396 Section 16(c)

Certificates Of Non-Citizen National Status; $35 Limit On Fees For Processing Applications
Section 16(c) of Pub. L. 99-396 provided that: ''The Secretary of State may not impose a fee exceeding $35 for the
processing of an application for a certificate of non-citizen national status under section 341(b) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1452(b))……….''
Please provide Certificates Of Non-Citizen National Status application or where it can be obtain.
All citizenship is a product of intent and domicile, and it has never been our intent to be a corporate municipal “U.S.
citizen or U.S. National” of the municipal federal government District of Columbia, as defined in Title 8 U.S.C.
§1401(a)
We have never been domiciled upon the municipal federal District of Columbia, any territory possession of the United
States or any military conclave. Municipal federal citizenship of the federal government for the District of Columbia,
has been voluntary relinquished.
The decision to abandon one’s “U.S. citizen” status while retaining their “national” status under Title 8 U.S.C.
§1401(a) is guaranteed by 15 Stat. 223-224 (1868), R.S. § 1999, 8 U.S.C. § 800 (1940) and you have no lawful
delegated authority to deny this request.
If you believe otherwise, then please provide evidence of same, including a delegation of authority order that
authorizes you to make such a determination. Thank you very much for your prompt and courteous compliance with
this request.
Since applicants are domiciled upon "de jure" foreign states of the Republic of the United States of America (major),
applicants are beyond the jurisdiction & authority of the municipal federal government for the District of Columbia
(United States), therefore, applicants are excising the “Right of Expatriation”, an natural inherent right of all people by
relinquishing corporate US Citizenship obtained/unilaterally forced upon Negro people, in error, coercion, deceptive
contracts; from foreign sovereign state soil. Briehl v. Dulles, 248 F .2d 561, 583 at footnote 21 (1957)
CRIMINAL RACKETEERING
Criminal peonage, barratry, inland piracy, press-ganging, theft, criminal larceny, criminal racketeering, to add
confusion between fictitious corporate franchise and human beings with similar names, and is used under duress.
Some of these crimes are violations under International Law, and will no longer be tolerated. The Principality of
Granville and Granville Democratic Federation of North America the second country of these Emancipated Afro
Descendants will pursue all violators, under Mosaic Law, of the pre-columbia/pre-1776 ancestors, of most American
born Afro Descendants; and evoke international law “Right of Self Defense” from Article 51, of United Nations
Charter; if these criminal racketeering crimes are force on Emancipated Afro Descendants (Granville Nationals) at
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gunpoint.
Please note that the racial situation within America has become very volatile with White Nationalist, Neo-Nazis and
KKK infiltrating government, judicial courts, law enforcement and military.
Municipal Local and State sub-corporations of the United States criminal peonage, barratry, inland piracy, pressganging, theft, criminal larceny, criminal racketeering, assault or extorting upon this Indigenous Sovereign (protected
international person), or those Afro-Descendants that have relinquished or rescinded citizenry of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA (Minor), and its illegal “de facto” state franchises; who are nationals of Principality of
Granville or Granville Democratic Federation of North America; have no alternative than to evoke the “Right of Self
Defense”, as enshrined in the UN Charter (Article 51), to ward off the White Supremacist systemic extermination and
genocide of the American Afro Descendant population.
It may be prudent to inform your local and state municipalities, that there are another People upon these lands, not
under their authority or jurisdiction; minus the trespass of a common-law crime upon your citizenry; and if there is an
issue; the Granville Embassy must be contacted immediately, according to international law. Ignoring lawfully right of
relinquishing or revocation of United States citizenship or Afro Descendant Non-Citizen status, and dual national
status of Granville, will have dire consequences, under Mosaic Law.
Every one may renounce or relinquish a right introduced for his own benefit. 2 Inst. 183; Wing. Max. p. 483. max.
123; 4 Bl. Comm. 317; The People v. Van Rensselaer, 9 N.Y. 291, 333.
The decision to abandon one’s “U.S. citizen” status while retaining their “national” status under Title 8 U.S.C.
§1401(a) is guaranteed by 15 Stat. 223-224 (1868), R.S. § 1999, 8 U.S.C. § 800 (1940)
CLOSING
Please include in your response; a legible copy that can be photo copied, or 1,000,000 copies of the upgraded DS-11
passport form that you have added your State Department annotations to; indicating your office will issue a United
States of America passport to a legal documented American born Afro Descendant applicant(s), as a United States of
America Non-citizen National.
Please make sure your Office differentiate between Non-Citizen National of the “de jure” United States of America
(major), and NON-CITIZEN NATIONALS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (minor); or UNITED
STATES.
I request that the copy of DS-11 passport form that you provide, be certified with your seal, so that it may be used as
evidence in any legal proceedings that might relate to citizenship status.
As is,

Rechayahu Ben Harvey, Ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary of the Principality of Granville and its
protectorate the Granville Democratic Federation of North America
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